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Persistent Homology in Two-Dimensional Atomic Networks1
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The topology of two-dimensional network materials is investigated by persistent homology anal-
ysis. The constraint of two dimensions allows for a direct comparison of key persistent homology
metrics (persistence diagrams, cycles, Betti numbers) with more traditional metrics such as the
ring-size distributions. Two different types of networks are employed in which the topology is ma-
nipulated systematically. In the first, comparatively rigid networks are generated for a triangle-raft
model, which are representative of materials such as silica bilayers. In the second, more flexible net-
works are generated using a bond-switching algorithm, which are representative of materials such as
graphene. Bands are identified in the persistence diagrams by reference to the length-scales associ-
ated with distorted polygons. The triangle-raft models with the largest ordering allow specific bands
Bn (n = 1, 2, 3,. . . ) to be allocated to configurations of atoms separated by n bonds. The persistence
diagrams for the more disordered network models also display bands albeit less pronounced. The
persistent homology method thereby provides information on n-body correlations that is not acces-
sible from structure factors or radial distribution functions. An analysis of the persistent cycles gives
the primitive ring statistics, provided the level of disorder is not too large. The method also gives
information on the regularity of rings that is unavailable from a ring-statistics analysis. The utility
of the persistent homology method is demonstrated by its application to experimentally-obtained
configurations of silica bilayers and graphene.
∗ corresponding author: mark.wilson@chem.ox.ac.uk
I. INTRODUCTION7
The development of efficient methods for identifying8
structure in large and complex data sets is becoming in-9
creasingly important in the age of “big data”. The field10
of topological data analysis has emerged to address this11
need, driving the development of statistical tools to anal-12
yse and understand big, and potentially noisy, real-world13
data [1]. One tool in particular, persistent homology,14
has received significant attention [2]. Persistent homol-15
ogy is concerned with finding the fundamental topologi-16
cal features of a given set of points. Here homology means17
counting the number of connected components and cycles18
in a system. The persistence aspect arises as these topo-19
logical features can be calculated across different length20
scales, with those existing across multiple length scales21
being identified as more persistent. The more persistent22
a topological feature, the more it can be thought of as23
reflecting the true underlying system topology.24
The application of persistent homology to atomistic25
materials seems natural. Atomic systems have long been26
thought of in terms of collections of point-like particles,27
and the study of the emergent structure is deep-rooted28
in the field. Any process that can elucidate as yet hid-29
den structure in materials, or improve its description,30
naturally has potential to be extremely useful. In this31
vein, persistent homology has already been applied to32
diverse topics such as granular matter [3], porous media33
[4], water networks [5], fullerenes [6] and, of particular im-34
portance to this work, amorphous materials [7–11]. The35
latter studies claim to highlight structures that are not36
available using more conventional techniques, quantify37
the medium range order in glass, and explain phenom-38
ena such as the origin of the first sharp diffraction peak39
in disordered materials. Persistent homology remains,40
however, a qualitative descriptor, with some doubt as to41
the “added value” from this technique.42
In this paper the utility of persistent homology will43
be assessed using two-dimensional amorphous materials.44
The interpretation of the properties of these reduced di-45
mensional systems is simpler compared to three dimen-46
sional networks, and should bring insight to the analysis47
of the latter. The paper begins by outlining the relevant48
theory to persistent homology, with the aid of small ex-49
ample systems. Persistent homology is then calculated50
for triangle rafts (a proxy for amorphous bilayers of, e.g.,51
silica), systematically generated with increasing levels of52
disorder. The results are contrasted with those obtained53
from generic random-networks as produced from bond54
switching. In addition, the persistence diagrams are dis-55
cussed for configurations obtained directly from experi-56
ments on silica bilayers and graphene. Finally, the con-57
clusions of these investigations are assessed in the con-58
text of more complex systems, and the potential utility59
of persistent homology as an analytic tool for materials60
characterisation is examined.61
II. OVERVIEW OF TRADITIONAL METHODS62
Amorphous network-forming materials are usually63
built from simple local-structural-units such as the SiO464
tetrahedron in amorphous silica. Bond-length and bond-65
bending flexibility leads, however, to structural complex-66



























































































ity as these units connect to form configurations on longer67
length scales [12]. This complexity affects the network68
properties, but it is difficult to identify suitable metrics69
that capture its true nature. Typically, the ordering on70
a medium or intermediate length scale is associated with71
the formation of rings of variable size, where a ring is72
identified by finding a closed path of sequentially linked73
network nodes. In amorphous silica, for example, the Si74
atoms provide the network nodes and the closed path is75
found by following the Si-O bonds. In this paper, we will76
consider only primitive rings, i.e., those that cannot be77
subdivided into two smaller rings [13]. A ring can be clas-78
sified by its size, k, denoting the number of constituent79
nodes and the distribution of ring sizes is termed the ring80
statistics, pk.81
In persistent homology, cycles from the first homology82
group (see section III B) also involve a set of network83
nodes that enclose a two-dimensional hole. In this analy-84
sis, the cycles are identified from the point-cloud provided85
by the atomic positions without reference to the nature86
of the chemical bonds that link those atoms. The in-87
formation gained on the network topology can therefore88
be different to that obtained by identifying the primitive89
rings found in a more “traditional” approach. In a three-90
dimensional system, a comparison of cycles versus rings91
is complicated by the difficulty in visualising where they92
sit within the network structure. This obstacle does not,93
however, manifest itself in two-dimensions where the ring94
structure is straightforward to visualise. It will be shown95
that the rings often correspond to the most persistent96
cycles found using persistent homology, although this is97
not a requirement.98
III. BACKGROUND TO PERSISTENT99
HOMOLOGY100
This section will give a broad outline of the mathemat-101
ical background behind persistent homology, but with102
the focus on a practicable implementation for studying103
physical two-dimensional networks. It will begin by in-104
troducing the concept of a filtered simplicial complex,105
before discussing homology groups, persistent homology106
and the visualisation of persistence. Actual numerical107
persistent homology calculations were carried out with108
the GUDHI library [14].109
A. Filtered Simplicial Complexes110
The input for a persistent homology calculation is sim-111
ply a point cloud, i.e., a set of coordinates in Euclidean112
space. For materials, this corresponds to the set of atomic113
positions, r = {r1, r2, · · · , rN }, as obtained from simu-114
lation or, for instance, experimental microscopy. Using115
this point cloud, a filtered simplicial complex can be con-116
structed [15]. To explain what is meant by a filtered sim-117
plicial complex, it is useful to break down this definition118
further:119
• An m-simplex, σ, is a subset of the total points,120
σ ⊆ r, with dimension m = |σ| − 1. Put simply,121
a 0-simplex corresponds to a point, a 1-simplex to122
a line, a 2-simplex to a triangle, a 3-simplex to a123
tetrahedron, and so on.124
• A simplicial complex, K, is then a set of simplices,125
K = {σ1, σ2, . . . }.126
• A filtration of a simplicial complex, is a sequence127
of subcomplexes: Ka ⊆ Kb ⊆ · · · ⊆ K, where each128
subcomplex, Kε, occurs at an increasing filtration129
value, denoted ε (see below).130
For a given point cloud, there are many ways to con-131
struct a filtered simplicial complex (Cech, Vietoris-Rips,132
Witness etc.), each method identifying simplices and cal-133
culating filtration values in a different manner [16]. In134
this work, for reasons that will become apparent, the al-135
pha complex is used.136
To illustrate these concepts, an introductory example137
with just three points is given in figure 1. Considering138
only the simplices at first: figure 1(a) contains three 0-139
simplices, the points A,B,C; figures 1(b) and 1(c) three140
1-simplices, the lines AB, AC, BC; and figure 1(d) a 2-141
simplex, the triangle ABC. Once the simplices have been142
identified, a filtration value, ε, is computed and assigned143
to each. For the alpha complex, filtration values are de-144
termined from the radius of the circumcircles containing145
the simplices. The specific algorithm is as follows:146
• 0-simplices: have a filtration value of ε = 0.147
• 1-simplices: provided the circumcircle is empty,148
they have a filtration value equal to its radius,149
which for two points i and j is equivalent to half150
the line length ε = rij/2. If the circumcircle con-151
tains a 2-simplex, then the filtration value is set to152
the filtration value of that simplex.153
• 2-simplices: have a filtration value equal to the cir-154
cumradius.155
Having calculated the filtration values for each sim-156
plex, a subcomplex can be generated, Kε, which contains157
only the simplices with filtration values less than or equal158
to ε. Finally, the filtered simplicial complex emerges as a159
sequence of subcomplexes at increasing filtration values160
from ε = 0 → ∞. Again, figure 1 shows this process for161
the case of three points. The first subcomplex, K0, will162
consist only of a set of discrete points (figure 1(a)). As163
the filtration value increases, higher dimensionality sim-164
plices will be included, as lines and triangles form (figure165
1(b)-(d)). The last subcomplex, K∞, will contain all166
the determined simplices (figure 1(d)). Crucially, for the167
alpha complex, this will be equivalent to the Delaunay168
triangulation, which is often used to characterise two-169
dimensional systems [17]. This result provides the moti-170
vation for choosing the alpha complex, as the Delaunay171 





























































































FIG. 1. Construction of an alpha simplicial complex and
its filtration. Panel (a) shows three 0-simplices, σ1 = {A},
σ2 = {B} and σ3 = {C}, with filtration values of ε = 0;
K0 = {σ1, σ2, σ3}. Panel (b) shows an additional two 1-
-simplices σ4 = {A,B} and σ5 = {A,C}, with filtration val-
ues given by the radii of the respective circumcircles (dashed
lines in circles); K1.13 = {σ1, σ2, · · · , σ5}. Panel (c) shows an
additional different 1-simplex σ6 = {B,C}, in which the cir-
cumcircle (red circle) contains the 2-simplex {A,B,C}, and
so the filtration value is set to the value of this 2-simplex,
i.e., εBC = εABC (blue circle). Panel (d) shows the 3-
-simplex σ7 = {A,B,C} with a filtration value given by
the circumradius; K1.95 = K∞ = {σ1, σ2, · · · , σ7}. These
subfigures can be viewed as a series of subcomplexes with
K0 ⊆ K1.13 ⊆ K1.95 = K∞. The final complex is the De-
launay triangulation of the original point set. As depicted,
panel (c) does not represent a subcomplex in the filtration,
as it does not contain the simplices {A,B}, {A,C}.
triangulation (which is the dual of the Voronoi diagram)172
is well-defined in two dimensions. As such it provides173
the best opportunity to relate the results of persistent174
homology to the properties of well understood systems.175
B. Homology and Persistent Homology176
Having introduced the notion of a filtered simplicial177
complex, the importance of homology and persistent ho-178
mology can now be discussed. To facilitate this, two more179
examples will be used. Figures 2(a)-2(d) and 2(e)-2(h)180
show filtrations of alpha complexes for crystalline and181
amorphous atomic configurations, respectively, which182
will be referred to throughout this section.183
Homology is generally concerned with quantifying the184
number of n-dimensional topological features in a simpli-185
cial complex. For an alpha complex, these can either be186
0- or 1-dimensional. The 0-dimensional features corre-187
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
FIG. 2. Alpha complex at increasing filtration values (left to
right) for crystalline (top row) and amorphous (bottom row)
configurations. Initially there is a point cloud from the atomic
coordinates in (a) K0, β0 = 68, β1 = 0 and (e) K0, β0 = 70,
β1 = 0. Then lines appear in (b) K0.55, β0 = 1, β1 = 24
and (f) K0.55, β0 = 1, β1 = 24, which can be identified
with nearest-neighbour bonds. Triangles from next nearest-
neighbour distances follow in (c) K0.99, β0 = 1, β1 = 12 and
(g) K0.99, β0 = 1, β1 = 10. Finally the Delaunay triangula-
tion is formed in (d) K∞, β0 = 1, β1 = 0 and (h) K∞, β0 = 1,
β1 = 0. Triangular simplices are coloured by filtration value,
increasing from yellow to purple via orange and red. In the
crystalline case all same dimensionality simplices form at very
similar filtration values, whereas in the amorphous case the
process occurs over a wider range.
spond to the number of connected components, mean-188
ing the number of distinct groups of atoms. The 1-189
-dimensional features are the number of “cycles” (or190
“holes”) in the structure. These are termed as such to191
differentiate from “rings” used elsewhere in this work, but192
often there will be significant overlap between the two.193
Any alpha complex has the homology groups, Hn (Kε),194
which contain all the associated n-dimensional features.195
A zeroth homology group will contain 0-dimensional fea-196
tures, a first homology group will contain 1-dimensional197
features etc.. The rank of these groups are termed the198
Betti numbers, βn [18]. To make this less abstract, one199
can see how this fits with the examples in figure 2:200
• Figures 2(a) and 2(e) have N = 68 and N = 70201
individual points respectively, and so have Betti202
numbers of β0 = N and β1 = 0.203
• Figures 2(b) and 2(f) have all the atoms connected204
leading to the formation of 24 cycles in both cases,205
and hence β0 = 1 and β1 = 24.206
• Figures 2(c) and 2(g) both have a reduced num-207
ber of cycles owing to the filtration values of tri-208
angular simplices being met. The Betti numbers209
in figures 2(c) and 2(g) are β0 = 1, β1 = 12 and210
β0 = 1, β1 = 10, respectively. For the crystal in fig-211
ure 2(c), the cycles do not all disappear for the same212
filtration value because of small variations of the213 



























































































atomic coordinates from their ideal values, which214
originates from the numerical precision.215
• Figures 2(d) and 2(h) have just one large connected216
component and no cycles, such that β0 = 1 and217
β1 = 0.218
These examples illustrate a more general principle, that219
the “starting point”, K0, will always have β0 = N and220
β1 = 0, and the “end point”, K∞, will always have β0 = 1221
and β1 = 0, i.e., trivial homology. It is the filtration222
values in between that lead to richer behaviour.223
These considerations lead onto the notion of persistent224
homology. Between any two subcomplexes at different225
filtration values, a selection of topological features will226
be common to both, whilst others will appear or dis-227
appear when moving from one to the other. In other228
words, some features will persist over the range of filtra-229
tion values, whilst others will not. To characterise this230
behaviour in the vocabulary of persistent homology, each231
feature is said to be “born” at a given filtration value, b,232
and “die” at a later value, d. The lifetime of the feature233
is then quantified via l = d − b. Finding and measuring234
the lifetimes of topological features is therefore the crux235
of persistent homology. In the first instance, it is the236
longest lived features that are normally of most interest,237
as these are considered to be representative of the true238
system topology. In the case of two-dimensional atomic239
materials, this ought to be reflective of the ring struc-240
ture. However, other more fleeting (i.e., shorter lifetime)241
features can also be useful, as these intermediate features242
act as signatures for some medium range ordering [7, 9].243
C. Visualising Persistence244
After running a persistent homology calculation by245
generating a filtered simplicial complex, finding the topo-246
logical features and determining the lifetimes of each, the247
results have to be presented in a way that highlights the248
fundamental features and facilitates extraction of the key249
topological properties of the system. There are multi-250
ple ways to do this, some of which are more suitable for251
small systems and others for large aggregated datasets.252
The representations are outlined below, with examples253
given in figure 3, in reference to the small crystalline and254
amorphous configurations presented in figure 2.255
• Persistence barcode: represents the lifetime of256
each topological feature as a bar, starting at the257
birth value and terminating at the death value (see258
figures 3(a), 3(b)). The barcode therefore contains259
all information about each feature, and whilst use-260
ful for small samples, it becomes difficult to inter-261
pret when there are a large number of features.262
In addition, features with small persistence values,263
that originate from short-term fluctuations in the264
atomic coordinates, are difficult to identify.265
• Evolution in Betti numbers: plots the total266
number of each n-dimensional feature for each fil-267
tration value (see figures 3(c), 3(d)), and so pro-268
vides more coarse-grained information than the269
barcode. It is equivalent to counting the number270
of bars at a specific filtration value.271
• Persistence diagram: plots the birth and death272
value pairs, (b, d), of each feature as a scatter di-273
agram (see figures 3(e), 3(f)). This gives a more274
holistic view of the data as a whole. For large data275
sets, histograms can be constructed, with points276
coloured by their relative multiplicities. The per-277
sistence diagram is therefore suitable for visualising278
large amounts of aggregate information.279
• Lifetime distribution function: presents a his-280
togram of the lifetimes of each feature. This is use-281
ful for analysing a large number of features, but282
loses information on the exact birth and death val-283
ues. However, for atomic systems it will be seen284
that persistent cycles have similar birth values and285
so lifetime is strongly correlated with the death286
value.287
For all these visualisation methods, it is worth empha-288
sising that the filtration value, ε, has units of length, and289
for atomic networks is normally quoted in terms of the290
equilibrium bond length, r0.291
Examining the results for the two example systems in292
figure 3, one can see that the crystalline and amorphous293
systems have both similarities and differences. To be-294
gin with, the 0-dimensional features appear very similar295
across all plots, with b = 0 and d = r0/2. This finding296
originates from the fact that, in atomic systems, the aver-297
age bond length is highly restricted, so all atoms become298
connected in a limited range of filtration values around299
half the mean bond length (as the filtration value mea-300
sures the circumradius of the 1-simplex). As such, the301
0-dimensional features provide little insight for atomic302
systems, and will be neglected in the analysis.303
On the other hand, the 1-dimensional features show304
significant differences between the crystalline and amor-305
phous configurations. Both systems have 24 persistent306
bars in their barcode (figures 3(a), 3(b)), which are born307
at b = ε = r0/2, but the lifetimes vary considerably. For308
the crystalline system, all persistent cycles (correspond-309
ing to hexagons) terminate at almost the same value of310
ε = r0 (there is a small variation in the bond length),311
whereas in the amorphous case there is a much broader312
distribution of values. These values will be discussed in313
detail in section IV A 2 and are related to the radius of314
the circumcircle into which each polygon is inscribed.315
This effect is mirrored in the evolution of the first316
Betti numbers (figures 3(c), 3(d)). In both crystalline317
and amorphous configurations, β1 first becomes 24 at318
ε = r0/2, as persistent 1-cycles initially form at half of319
the (well-defined) bond length. For the crystalline case320
all persistent cycles die at the same value, leading β1 to321



























































































behave as a step function at ε = r0. For the amorphous322
case, the variation in death values, resulting from the323
variation in persistent cycle sizes, leads to a slower decay.324
It is not only the persistent cycles that show variation be-325
tween the crystalline and amorphous systems. The per-326
sistence diagrams, figures 3(e) and 3(f), show that the327
short lived features, which lie close to the b = d diago-328
nal, show greater variation in the amorphous case. This329
variation will be explored in greater depth in section IV.330
The persistent homology analysis of the networks in331
figure 2 shows that the method has promise for captur-332
ing the disorder in amorphous materials. The question is333
whether these visualisations can be systematically inter-334
preted to quantify the disorder, and obtain information335
that is not available via alternative methods.336












































































































FIG. 3. The (a)–(b) barcode, (c)–(d) Betti numbers and (e)–
(f) persistence diagram for crystalline (left column) and amor-
phous (right column) configurations.
IV. RESULTS337
The use of persistent homology is investigated for two-338
dimensional materials generated computationally via two339
different methods. In the first, networks of triangle rafts340
are constructed in the manner described in [19]. In the341
second, continuous random networks are formed using342
the bond-switching algorithm described in [20]. Both343
methods invoke a “temperature” parameter, which allows344
for control over the degree of disorder in the generated345
configurations. However, in both cases this parameter346
does not have direct physical meaning, so any thermo-347
dynamic phase boundaries cannot be identified. In con-348
sequence, a liquid cannot be distinguished from a glass,349
so any network with a significant degree of disorder is350
classified as amorphous.351
In two-dimensional materials of this type, the disor-352
der is often quantified through the proportion of rings353
that are hexagons, denoted p6. From Euler’s formula354
for three-coordinate networks, the mean ring-size must355
be equal to six, 〈k〉 = 6, as evident for the crystalline356
hexagonal lattice where p6 = 1 [21]. As the network357
becomes more disordered with increasing temperature,358
the distribution of ring sizes broadens, and p6 decreases.359
Furthermore, as the ring distribution is generally well-360
defined, following a lognormal or maximum entropy dis-361
tribution [22, 23], p6 alone is sufficient to quantify the362
overall disorder in the ring statistics. For example, p6 is363





− 〈k〉2, termed a Lemâıtre law. Figure 4365
shows the Lemâıtre solution obtained from maximum en-366
tropy, along with the data points that correspond to the367
network configurations considered in this paper.368
The primary difference between the models created by369
the computational methods is, therefore, the degree of370
structural flexibility. Triangle rafts produce configura-371
tions with highly regular rings, whereas bond-switching372
allows for more irregular rings owing to a greater vari-373
ability in the bond length and angles. As will be shown,374
this variability has consequences in the analysis of the375
metrics obtained from persistent homology. To comple-376
ment the findings from the computational studies, a per-377
sistent homology analysis is also performed for experi-378
mental configurations of amorphous silica bilayers and379
graphene [24, 25].380
For the triangle rafts the configurations are aperiodic.381
In consequence, there is the possibility of finite size ef-382
fects in the results that are obtained. As illustrated in383
figure 2, some cycles arise from the close proximity of384
atoms at the periphery of the model (i.e., edge simplices385
in the Delaunay triangulation). The number and nature386
of these cycles will depend on the shape of the boundary.387
These cycles are not expected, however, to materially388
affect the results because they diminish in relative num-389
ber as the sample size increases and, more importantly,390
they do not contribute towards the initial set of persistent391
cycles formed near ε = r0/2. For the periodic configu-392
rations generated by the bond-switching algorithm, the393 






































































































FIG. 4. The maximum entropy relationship between the pro-
portion of six-membered rings p6 and the variance of the ring-
size distribution µ2, know as a Lemâıtre law. The blue tri-
angles and red circles highlight the configurations generated
from the triangle-raft versus bond-switching algorithms, re-
spectively. For a given model, the value of p6 decreases with
increasing temperature.
systems are sufficiently large to allow for convergence of394
the key structural properties (see, for example, figure S2395
in Ref. [26]).396
A. Persistent Homology with Triangle Rafts397
Triangle rafts are a model for two-dimensional silica398
bilayers that represent corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahedral399
units projected onto a plane as equilateral triangles of400
SiO3 (figure 5) [27]. They can be used to model amor-401
phous phases with varying levels of disorder via the use402
of a Monte Carlo algorithm [19]. In this algorithm, a403
raft is built-up by the sequential addition of triangular404
subunits. The disorder in the system, as measured by405
the ring statistics, is controlled by a “temperature” pa-406
rameter, T . At the lowest temperature the raft will be407
crystalline, consisting solely of hexagons. Increasing the408
temperature leads, however, to increasing variance of the409
ring-size distribution, enabling the formation of amor-410
phous configurations. Triangle rafts can achieve diverse411
ring-size distributions, owing to the flexibility afforded412
to the structure by the oxygen linkages. In addition, the413
nearest-neighbour Si-Si distances remain in a relatively414
tight distribution (table I), as a result of the rigidity im-415
posed by the triangular subunits.416
The ability to tune the ring statistics in triangle rafts417
in beneficial as it allows for a systematic evaluation of the418
results of persistent homology calculations, using config-419
urations with a continuous evolution in structure. In420
this work, rafts of N = 1000 rings, with ring sizes in the421
range k = 4 → 10 and ring statistics with p6 = 1 → 0.2422
(a)
(b)
FIG. 5. Triangle rafts are a simplified two-dimensional rep-
resentation of silica bilayers. A small sample of silica bilayer
comprising corner-sharing tetrahedra is shown in (a) and the
corresponding triangle raft in (b). Silicon and oxygen atoms
are coloured yellow and red, respectively. Only the positions
of the silicon atoms were used in the persistent homology cal-
culations.
TABLE I. Relative Si-Si distances within different ring sizes
in a triangle raft, assuming ring regularity. k is the number
of vertices (Si atoms) in each primitive ring, e.g., k = 6 for
a hexagon, and the distances are given in units of the ideal
nearest-neighbour Si-Si distance.
k 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Si-Si 0.966 0.995 1.000 0.997 0.991 0.985 0.978
were generated and analysed using the GUDHI library423
[14]. The ring statistics give a measure of the structural424
disorder, with p6 = 1 for a crystalline lattice. In these425
analyses, only the silicon positions were included, as the426
oxygen positions do not affect the network topology. The427
results of the persistent homology calculations will be428
discussed primarily in terms of the persistence diagrams,429
where the features are rationalised in comparison to those430
expected for regular versus distorted polygons. It will431
also be shown how the ring statistics compare to those432
inferred from persistent cycles.433
1. Persistence Diagrams434
The point clouds and Delaunay triangulation gener-435
ated for single configurations of triangle rafts with four436
different levels of disorder are shown in figure S1. The437
corresponding persistence diagrams, combined across438
multiple configurations, are shown in figures 6(a)-(d).439
Discussing first the overall structure, one can see there is440
a systematic evolution in behaviour as the temperature441 




































































































































































FIG. 6. Persistence diagrams for triangle rafts generated at
increasing temperature and disorder: (a) T = 10−4.5, p6 =
0.997; (b) T = 10−3.6, p6 = 0.668; (c) T = 10
−2.7, p6 =
0.354; (d) T = 10−1.8, p6 = 0.211. Points are coloured by
multiplicity to highlight structure. The b = d diagonal is
shown by the black line. In (b), the bands Bn (n = 1, 2,
3, 4 or 5) contributing towards the persistence diagrams are
identified.
(and therefore disorder) increases. To aid in the discus-442
sion, points in a persistence diagram will be referred to443
in terms of birth-death pairs, (b/r0, d/r0), with filtration444
values given in reference to the equilibrium bond length,445
r0.446
At the lowest temperature, configurations are domi-447
nated largely by regular hexagons with few defects. This448
scenario is reflected in the persistence diagram by bright449
spots at (0.5, 1.0) and (1.0, 1.0), which can be observed by450
zooming into figure 6(a). As the temperature increases,451
and rings of different sizes are introduced, characteristic452
bands form in the persistence diagram, which are most453
intense at short lifetimes (i.e., close to the b = d diag-454
onal) and then “wash out” at smaller birth values and455
longer lifetimes (figures 6(b) and 6(c)). At the highest456
temperatures, these bands broaden and finally coalesce457
6(d).458
The band structure and its associated behaviour has459
been observed before in studies of three-dimensional460
amorphous silica [7, 8]. In that work, Hiraoka et al. [8]461
find that the bands correspond to the secondary rings462
formed within primary rings as the filtration value is in-463
creased. The interpretation is complicated, however, by464
the inclusion of both silicon and oxygen atoms in the per-465
sistent homology analysis. By studying the problem in466
two dimensions, it will be shown that bands arise from467
the formation of cycles between nearest-neighbour, sec-468
ond nearest-neighbour and successively higher order in-469
teractions.470
2. Band Structure in Persistence Diagrams471
Before rationalising the band structure observed in the472
persistence diagrams of triangle rafts, it is useful to con-473
sider again the process of cycle formation in persistent474
homology. The important points are summarised below:-475
1. The initial set of persistent cycles are born at a476
filtration value corresponding to roughly half the477
atomic bond distance, ε = r0/2.478
2. A secondary cycle is born when a 1-simplex cuts a479
previous cycle in two. The birth value of the new480
cycle is then equal to the filtration value of the 1-481
simplex.482
3. A cycle dies when all of the 2-simplices within it are483
present. The death value is then equal to the high-484
est filtration value of the constituent 2-simplices.485
4. A cycle is counted only if the death value is strictly486
greater than the birth value.487
5. As a result of the above, a cycle will only persist if488
the 1-simplex that creates it has a lower filtration489
value than the 2-simplex that destroys it.490
Understanding these properties is key to interpreting the491
results of persistence diagrams.492
To explore the origins of the band structure, an ideal493
set of polygons is considered, where all sides have unit494
length. This approximation is reasonable for triangle495
rafts due to the rigidity of the triangular subunits. In496
figure 6(a), the first band to consider is the vertical497
band at b/r0 = 0.5, which displays bright spots along498
its length. These spots correspond to the cycles ini-499
tially formed when 1-simplices, having a circumradius500
of half the edge length, connect adjacent atoms. This501
band therefore originates from cycles pertaining to the502
nearest-neighbour interactions, and so will be referred503
to as band B1. These cycles will die only when all the504
2-simplices inside them are present. This point is illus-505
trated in figure 7(a) for a regular octagonal cycle with506
unit side lengths. In this case, by definition, all simplices507
must have the same filtration value, as they lie on a com-508
mon circle (figure 7(b)). The filtration values for these509





where Φk is the circumradius in a regular k-sided polygon511
with unit edge lengths. It follows that a regular polygon512
will have a death value at Φk and no more cycles will be513
born out of this point set. Although difficult to see, these514
correspond well with the bright spots in the B1 band in515





























































































FIG. 7. Systematic distortions of an octagon with unit side
lengths, defined in terms of the angles θ1 and θ2 shown in
(a), where the polygon is compressed about an axis pass-
ing through two opposite edges and θ2 = (6× 180− 4θ1) /4.
For each geometry, the most persistent cycle is born when
b/r0 = 0.50, but the extent of distortion affects the lifetime
and hence the coordinates (b, d) of the cycle on a persistence
diagram (figure 6). Other (secondary) cycles can be born
with increasing filtration. Panel (b) shows a regular octagon
corresponding to θ1 = 135
◦ with (0.50, 1.31). Panels (c)-(e)
show a series of distortions corresponding to (c) θ1 = 150
◦
with (0.50, 1.12); (d) θ1 = 165
◦ with (0.50, 0.91) and a second
cycle with (0.76, 0.82); and (e) θ1 = 180
◦ with (0.50, 0.71).
The circumcircles of selected simplices are highlighted, with
the corresponding filtration values colour coded. The Delau-
nay triangulation is given as the interior black lines. These
diagrams outline the origin of the B1 and B3 bands.
the persistence diagrams in figure 6(a), as will become516
more apparent in the following discussion.517
The vertical B1 band shows, however, a continuum of518
values, not just discrete points. Therefore, a modifica-519
tion to the model can be considered, whereby all edge520
lengths are maintained at unity, but the polygon under-521
goes a systematic distortion, being compressed about an522
axis passing through two opposite edges. This process523
is highlighted in figures 7(b)-(e) for an octagon where524
the distortion is defined by the internal angles θ1 and525
θ2. An octagon is selected merely for illustrative pur-526
poses because it can be used to generate all of the bands527
shown in figure 6(b). In considering the band B1, only528
the persistent cycles born at b/r0 = 0.5 are of inter-529
est. These cycles will die when the Delaunay triangula-530
tion is realised, which is achieved when the simplex with531
the highest filtration value, here DEH (or equivalently532
ADH), is present. As the polygon is compressed, it can533
be seen that the circumcircle for this simplex (purple cir-534
(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. 8. Illustration of the explicit cycles present at increas-
ing filtration value (left to right) for the octagon depicted in
figure 7(d). Black lines indicate 1-simplices and grey trian-
gles 2-simplices. Panel (a) has ε = 0.50r0 which marks the
birth of the most persistent 1-cycle that contributes to the B1
band. Panel (b) has ε = 0.76r0 and shows that the persistent
cycle in (a) is cut, leading to the birth of two secondary cy-
cles that contribute to the B3 band. Panel (c) has ε = 0.82r0
which marks the death of the B3 cycles in (b). Panel (d) has
ε = 0.91r0 which marks the death of the persistent cycle.
cle) is reduced. In other words, distortion of the polygon535
acts to reduce the lifetime of the original cycle born at536
b/r0 = 0.5. In consequence, the band B1 manifests, in-537
stead of a simple series of discrete points.538
The distortions in figure 7 demonstrate the phe-539
nomenon central to the discussion of the remaining bands540
in figure 6: that between some critical values of θ1, a sec-541
ond cycle is born within the first. This birth is only pos-542
sible when the 1-simplex AD has a filtration value less543
than the 2-simplex ACD. In figure 7(c) where θ1 = 150
◦,544
this criterion is unfulfilled, as AD and ACD share the545
same filtration value (i.e., εAD = εACD = 1.00r0). This546
angle corresponds, in fact, to a limiting case, i.e., sec-547
ondary cycles will form when θ1 is slightly greater than548
150◦ with coordinates close to (1.0, 1.0). In figure 7(d),549
where θ1 = 165
◦, the circumcircle for AD (red circle)550
is not contained within that for ACD (blue circle), and551
has a smaller radius, and therefore filtration value. A552
second cycle is generated with (0.76, 0.82). Figure 7(e)553
where θ1 = 180
◦ represents the other limiting case, i.e.,554
secondary cycles will form when θ1 is slightly less than555
180◦ with coordinates close to (0.5, 0.71). The coordi-556
nates of the secondary cycles in figure 7 will therefore557
range between (0.5, 0.71), (0.76, 0.82) and (1.0, 1.0). The558
intermediate values can be found by numerically scanning559
the angle range 150◦ < θ1 < 180
◦ but, even from these560
points, it is clear that the (b, d) coordinates correspond561
to the most prominent “central” band in the persistence562
diagram. Furthermore, this band arises from the cycles563
formed by connecting neighbours three bonds apart. To564
demonstrate this important point, the birth and death565
of the cycles in the octagon in figure 7(d) are shown in566
figure 8. Here it can be seen that the secondary cycles567
that are born in figure 8(b) and die in Figure 8(c) are568
the result of a cross-ring interaction between atoms that569
are three bonds apart. Although shown for an octagon,570
this finding holds for other ring sizes with sufficient nodes571
(i.e., k > 5), so this band is termed B3.572






























































































FIG. 9. Systematic distortions of an octagon with unit
side lengths, defined in terms of the angles θ1, θ2 and
θ3 shown in (a), where the polygon is compressed about
an axis passing through two opposite vertices and θ3 =
(6× 180− 2θ1 − 4θ2) /2. For each geometry, the most per-
sistent cycle is born when b/r0 = 0.50, but the extent of
distortion affects the lifetime and hence the coordinates (b, d)
of the cycle on a persistence diagram (figure 6). Other (sec-
ondary) cycles can be born with increasing filtration. Panel
(b) shows a regular octagon corresponding to θ1 = θ2 = 135
◦
with (0.50, 1.31). Panels (c)-(e) show a series of distortions
corresponding to (c) θ1 = 150
◦, θ2 = 135
◦ with (0.50, 1.15)
and (1.12, 1.15); (d) θ1 = 165
◦, θ2 = 135
◦ with (0.50, 1.00)
and (0.92, 1.00); (e) θ1 = 180
◦, θ2 = 135
◦ with (0.50, 0.87)
and (0.71, 0.87); (f) θ1 = 135
◦, θ2 = 170
◦ with (0.50, 0.93) and
(0.54, 0.59); (g) θ1 = 150
◦, θ2 = 160
◦ with (0.50, 0.88) and
(0.57, 0.61); and (h) θ1 = 180
◦, θ2 = 140
◦ with (0.50, 0.81)
and (0.64, 0.65). For panels (f)-(h) an additional cycle is
present, contributing to B4, but is omitted for simplicity of
presentation. The circumcircles of selected simplices are high-
lighted, with the corresponding filtration values colour coded.
The Delaunay triangulation is given as the interior black lines.
These diagrams outline the origin of the B2 and B4 bands.
It might now be clear that the other bands in figure 6573
can also be related to specific-neighbour interactions. In574
order to demonstrate this point the octagonal case is ex-575
amined again, but this time the ring distortion is caused576
by compression about an axis through two opposite ver-577
tices, as shown in figure 9. Figures 9(c)-(e) illustrate how578
secondary cycles can be born at relatively high filtration579
values. Compression causes the 1-simplex AE to have a580
(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIG. 10. Illustration of the explicit cycles present at increas-
ing filtration value (left to right) for the octagon depicted in
figure 9(d). Black lines indicate 1-simplices and grey trian-
gles 2-simplices. Panel (a) has ε = 0.50r0 which marks the
birth of the most persistent 1-cycle that contributes to the
B1 band. Panel (b) has ε = 0.82r0 and shows the addition of
two 2-simplices that do not lead to new cycles. Panel (c) has
ε = 0.92r0 which marks the birth of a secondary cycle that
contributes to the B4 band. Panel (d) has ε = 1.00r0 which
marks the death of both the persistent and secondary cycles.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
FIG. 11. Illustration of the explicit cycles present at increas-
ing filtration value (left to right) for the octagon depicted in
figure 9(g). Black lines indicate 1-simplices and grey trian-
gles 2-simplices. Panel (a) has ε = 0.50r0 which marks the
birth of the most persistent 1-cycle that contributes to the B1
band. Panel (b) has ε = 0.57r0 and shows that the persistent
cycle in (a) is cut, leading to the birth of two secondary cy-
cles that contribute to the B2 band. Panel (c) has ε = 0.61r0
which marks the death of the B2 cycles in (b). Panel (d) has
ε = 0.83r0 which marks the birth of a cycle contributing to
the B4 band. Panel (e) has ε = 0.88r0 which marks the death
of both the persistent and secondary cycles.
filtration value smaller than the 2-simplex ADE, enabling581
the formation of a second cycle. The atoms A and E are582
separated by four bonds, so the corresponding band for583
such species is labelled B4. The as-yet unaccounted for584
B2 band arises from atoms separated by two bonds. For585
an octagon, examples of the cycles contributing to the586
B2 band are given in figures 9(f)-9(h) and correspond to587
“pinched” configurations. A demonstration of the spe-588
cific cycles contributing to the B2 and B4 bands is given589
in figures 10 and 11 for the octagons in figures 9(d) and590
9(g), respectively.591
For the octagon it is relatively difficult to add to the592
B2 band, a point that is worth some consideration. Here,593
it is important to note that the analysis is not unique to594
the octagon, which has been selected merely for illustra-595
tive purposes as it can display all the required behaviour.596 


































































































































FIG. 12. Bands corresponding to different specific-neighbour
interactions, as calculated numerically using idealised models.
Panel (a) shows the curves calculated by distorting a range
of k-sided polygons, whilst panel (b) overlays these curves on
the persistence diagram for triangle rafts from figure 6(c), to
which there is good agreement. In (a), the crosses on band
B3 at (0.5, 0.71), (0.76, 0.82) and (1.0, 1.0) correspond to the
distorted octagons of figure 7(c)-(e) where the θ1 values are
150◦, 165◦ and 180◦, respectively. The secondary cycles con-
tributing to this band span the range 150◦ < θ1 < 180
◦.
.
In general, large polygons (k > 6) require little distor-597
tion to yield B3 and B4 bands, whereas significant rear-598
rangement is needed to contribute to B2. On the other599
hand, the B2 band readily forms for small polygons k < 6600
and, indeed, the higher bands are inaccessible. The most601
common polygon, the hexagon, most easily forms sec-602
ondary cycles in B3, and to a lesser extent B2 (see movie603
ph hex.mp4 in the supplementary material). This ex-604
plains the relative prominence of the central B3 band in605
figures 6(a)-(d). Furthermore, it is equally possible with606
sufficiently large polygons to obtain higher bands still.607
In the case of the triangle rafts, the decagon leads to the608
presence of a weak B5 band.609
To emphasize further the above analysis, bands can610
be generated numerically by systematically distorting a611
range of realisable polygons typically observed in systems612
of this type, i.e., for k in the range 3 → 10 (see movie613
ph all.mp4 in the supplementary material). Figure 12614
shows the bands B1 to B5 (inclusive) overlaid with the615
data from figure 6(c). The shapes and positions of the616
various bands match well with those found in the per-617
sistence diagrams from triangle rafts. Furthermore, the618
intensities of the bands in the persistence diagrams of619
triangle rafts agree with the previous discussion, with B3620
being by far the most prominent. It should be noted that621
the B3 band calculated from the idealised model corre-622
sponds to the upper limit of that found from the triangle623
raft simulations. This finding is expected, as distortions624
in bond lengths will serve to reduce the death value. As625
shown in table I, the nature of the triangle raft model (of626
hinged near-rigid triangles) means that bond lengths can627
only be less than the equilibrium value, which leads to628
a concomitant decrease in the circumradii. Overall, the629
relative simplicity and rigidity of the triangle raft model630
has enabled the structure of the corresponding persis-631
tence diagrams to be well understood.632
3. Cycles, Betti Numbers and Ring Statistics633
In addition to the persistence diagrams, information is634
also available through the first Betti number, β1, which635
quantifies the number of cycles present at a specific fil-636
tration value. Plotting the β1 against ε therefore reveals637
how the number of cycles grows and decays across the638
range of filtration values [7]. As will be shown, this al-639
lows characterisation of the proportion of cycles with k640
vertices, here termed k-cycles.641
Figure 13 shows the evolution of the first Betti num-642
ber with filtration for the triangle rafts constructed at643
different temperatures. Each configuration contains 1000644
rings, but the data are averaged over all 100 configura-645
tions produced at the same temperature. Figure 13(a)646
shows β1 for all cycles whilst figure 13(b) shows β1 only647
for the 1000 most persistent cycles, i.e., those with the648
longest lifetimes. Here, the rationale is that the second649
case will only include cycles in the B1 band, excluding650
those in the higher order bands, and should therefore651
correspond most closely to the known ring structures. In652
fact, both sets of results are very similar (as will be dis-653
cussed in due course), and so can be considered together.654
As is now expected, β1 rises very sharply from 0 →655
1000 at ε/r0 = 0.5, as the first cycles form at half the656
mean bond distance. The value of β1 must then de-657
cay to zero in the limit of ε → ∞, but the form of658
the curve varies with the system temperature. At the659
lowest temperature, where the network is primarily a660
hexagonal lattice, the shape is almost a step function at661
ε/r0 = 1.0. As the temperature increases, however, more662
diverse ring sizes are incorporated and the curve broadens663
and smoothens. The decay in β1 is not, however, smooth,664
even for the highest temperature. Instead, there is a se-665
ries of stepwise decrements. These decrements align very666
closely to the values of the circumradius of k-polygons667
with unit edge lengths, Φk, which represents the upper668
bound on the death value for a k-polygon in B1 for tri-669
angle rafts. Any deviations from regularity act to reduce670 





























































































































FIG. 13. Evolution of the first Betti number with filtration
for triangle rafts at different levels of disorder. All of the cal-
culated cycles are shown in panel (a), whereas only the 1000
most persistent cycles are shown in panel (b). The circum-
radii of regular polygons with k vertices, Φk, are indicated by
vertical grey lines.
the lifetime.671
This behaviour largely explains the properties of the672
curves in figure 13. The discontinuities represent the673
changes that occur as successive k-cycles die, curve674
broadening is indicative of an increased variety of k val-675
ues, and curve smoothening indicates increased polygon676
distortion. The broadening and smoothening both in-677
crease with temperature. It is interesting to note that678
the secondary cycles do not seem to affect the first Betti679
numbers to a large degree, as evidenced by the similarity680
of figures 13(a) and 13(b). Only at the highest tempera-681
ture is there a detectable presence in the region between682
ε/r0 = 0.5→ 0.7. This lack of sensitivity originates from683
the fact that the secondary cycles are so relatively short-684
-lived and spread throughout the filtration range that,685
at any filtration value, they add a virtually insignificant686
contribution to the total. The above analysis allows the687
persistent cycle statistics to be extracted as688
pk = β1 (Φk)− β1 (Φk−1) , (2)
normalised across all k values. The cycle statistics from689
this process are given in figure 14(a), which can be com-690
pared to the directly calculated ring statistics in fig-691
ure 14(b).692
Alternatively, the cycles statistics can also be extracted693
from the lifetime distribution function, f (l). Equa-694
tion (1) can be used to predict the lifetime of a given695
k-gon as:696




assuming that the persistent features are born at half the697
inter-atomic distance. Therefore, by integrating under698
the probability density function between the limits lk−1699
and lk, the resulting value should provide an estimate of700




f (l) dl. (4)














































FIG. 14. Comparison of (a) the persistent k-cycle statistics
obtained from equation (2) with (b) the primitive ring statis-
tics for triangle rafts across different levels of disorder.
Figure 15(a) shows the full distribution of persistence702
lifetimes, f (l), at fixed temperature. It also shows a703
truncated distribution in which the contribution from704
short-lived cycles with lifetimes below a certain thresh-705
old (∼ 0.1r0) are eliminated, thus removing a sharp peak706
near zero, and the distribution is re-normalised. Here,707
the objective is to identify the most persistent cycles708
for comparison with the ring statistics. Figure 15(b)709
shows the truncated distributions across a range of tem-710
peratures, with blue → red indicating cold → hot. As711
the temperature increases, the distribution of lifetimes712
changes with the appearance of new peaks and the dis-713
appearance of others. By identifying the peaks in the714
truncated f (l) distributions with specific k-gons, the cy-715
cle statistics can be estimated using equation (4) and716
compared to the ring statistics found from direct calcu-717
lation. These are found to be almost identical to those718
calculated from the first Betti numbers, i.e., those given719
in figure 14(a).720
A direct comparison of the cycle statistics against the721
primitive ring statistics is provided in figure 16 for each722
method. By reference to figure 14, at the smallest tem-723
perature and lowest level of disorder, p6 ∼ 1 and pk ∼ 0724
for k 6= 6, i.e., the distribution is strongly centred on p6.725
This situation corresponds to the grey (p6) line at the top726
right in figure 16(a) or 16(b) and to all the other lines727
at the extreme left. As the temperature and disorder in-728
crease, the distribution in figure 14(a) or 14(b) remains729
centred on p6 but the value of p6 decreases as the values730
for pk (k 6= 6) increase. This scenario corresponds to731
moving down the grey line to the left in figure 16(a) or732
16(b) and up the other lines to the right.733
The comparison of figure 16 shows that, to a first ap-734
proximation, the agreement between distributions is very735
good, particularly for ring sizes close to k = 6 at modest736
temperatures. This finding means that the persistent cy-737
cles computed via persistent homology coincide well with738
the primitive rings in the system, taking into account739
the approximative method of calculating k-cycles. Devi-740
ations are accentuated at very low temperature, when the741 




























































































































FIG. 15. Lifetime distributions for triangle raft models. (a)
The distribution for a single temperature before and after
a threshold is applied to remove short-lived features. (b)
The distributions with the short-lived features removed show
structure that evolves systematically with increasing temper-
ature (blue→ red). The curves are offset vertically for clarity
of presentation. The vertical grey lines show the lifetimes
estimated from equation (3).
















































FIG. 16. Comparison of the primitive ring statistics with (a)
the cycle statistics calculated from the first Betti numbers and
(b) the lifetime distributions. The curves are offset vertically
for clarity of presentation.
absolute ring statistics of non-six rings are small, or at742
high temperatures, when rings are increasingly distorted.743
For example, it is clear that p10 is systematically underes-744
timated from cycles across the whole temperature range.745
In addition, with increasing temperature, the statistics746
of smaller rings (k ≤ 6) are increasingly overestimated747
and larger rings (k ≥ 8) increasingly underestimated.748
The reason for this is that when large cycles become749
sufficiently distorted, e.g., through large elongation or750
even the development of a slightly non-convex shape, the751
cross-cycle distances become sufficiently small that they752
can die earlier than more regular cycles. Notwithstand-753
ing, for triangle rafts, it is reasonable to conclude that754
the persistent cycles found from persistent homology are755
in accordance with the primitive rings in the system.756
B. Persistent Homology for Networks Generated757
by Bond Switching758
The persistent homology of triangle rafts leads to a759
readily identifiable band structure in the persistence dia-760
grams, as a consequence of the tightly controlled ring ge-761
ometries. Such structure is not always observed in simu-762
lations of three-dimensional systems such as Cu-Zr alloys763
and high density molecular liquids [8, 9]. In these cases,764
more diffuse diagrams are found, which accompanies an765
increased number of degrees of freedom. The triangle766
raft algorithm is unable to directly reproduce these ef-767
fects in two dimensions, owing to the innate rigidity of768
the model. This restriction can be overcome, however,769
by employing a bond-switching algorithm.770
Bond switching Monte Carlo algorithms have a rich771
history in materials science, being introduced by Wooten,772
Winer and Weaire to model three-dimensional amor-773
phous silicon [28]. Since then, the algorithm has been774
improved and adapted to two-dimensional materials [20,775
29, 30]. The bond-switching algorithm proceeds by amor-776
phising a pristine hexagonal net through a series of bond777
transpositions between neighbouring atoms. After ther-778
malising the original lattice to obtain a fully amorphous779
structure, the degree of disorder can be selected through780
a “temperature” parameter as the system is cooled. In781
bond switching, the choice of potential model can allow782
for greater freedom in the bond lengths and angles as783
compared to triangle rafts, and the process of randomis-784
ing an existing lattice (as opposed to building a random785
ring structure sequentially) allows for configurations with786
a large range of ring sizes and a large level of ring disor-787
der.788
In this work a simple but physically motivated poten-789
tial model was selected to achieve the desired flexibil-790
ity. It consists of a simplified Keating potential with791
harmonic bond stretching and angular terms [31], aug-792
mented by a restricted bending potential to maintain ring793

















where rij is the distance between atoms i and j; θijk795
is the angle defined by atoms i, j and k; r0 and θ0 are796
the bond stretching and bond angle equilibrium values;797
Kr and Kθ are the bond stretching and bond angle force798
constants.799
Persistent homology analysis was performed on the800
configurations generated from bond switching, applying801
the information learned from analogous calculations on802
triangle rafts. The potential model used had a bond803
length/angle force constant ratio of Kr/Kθ = 16. Config-804
urations of N = 1024 rings were thermalised with 2×105805
random moves, and annealed over a further 4×106 moves.806
For each parameter set, 100 simulations were run start-807
ing from different random seeds. Again, calculations were808 































































































































































FIG. 17. Persistence diagrams for network configurations gen-
erated by bond switching with (a) p6 = 0.890; (b) p6 = 0.666;
(c) p6 = 0.332; (d) p6 = 0.164. The level of disorder increases
as the value of p6 decreases.
performed with the GUDHI library [14], and birth and809
death filtration values are given in reference to the equi-810
librium bond length, r0. The point clouds and Delau-811
nay triangulation generated for single configurations of812
bond-switch models with four different levels of disorder813
are shown in figure S2.814
1. Persistence Diagrams815
Figure 17(a)-(d) shows the persistence diagrams for816
four different p6 values, representing different levels of817
disorder, averaged over 100 configurations. On first im-818
pression it seem that the persistence diagrams look very819
different to those of triangle rafts in figure 6. Closer in-820
spection reveals, however, that this is not the case. Sim-821
ilar features are present and retain similar structural ori-822
gins but are broadened. A key point in this broadening823
is that the bond lengths and angles have inherently more824
flexibility in the case of bond-switch networks than tri-825
angle rafts.826
For example, the B1 band is present in all the diagrams827
of figure 17, centred around b/r0 = 0.5. The difference828
is that at low levels of disorder (e.g., figures 17(a)-(b)),829
there are distinct “islands” in B1, which are present in830
figure 6 but harder to detect due to the narrowness of the831
band. The upper d/r0 limits of these spots correspond832
well with the expected circumradii of equation (1), i.e.,833
they are related to the occurrence of specific k-cycles. At834
higher levels of disorder these spots begins to coalesce,835
as in figure 17(c), before combining fully to form a single836
high-density feature, as in figure 17(d).837
The final diagram might be considered “typical” of a838
highly disordered amorphous or liquid state [8, 9]. By us-839
ing the bond-switching method it is clear, however, that840
this originates from a broadening and aggregation of fea-841
tures relating to individual cycle sizes. Other bands in842
the persistence diagram are also detectable, in particular843
B3, but only at larger p6 values when the large cycles844
are less distorted. In bond switching, although there are845
primitive rings that are very large, these can become so846
distorted that they are not calculated as single persistent847
cycles, but rather multiple smaller cycles. This distortion848
precludes the formation of significant higher-order bands849
as seen in triangle rafts.850
In the persistence diagrams, the B1 band becomes pro-851
gressively tilted from the vertical with increasing levels of852
disorder, driven by the appearance of a growing number853
of smaller cycles with b/r0 < 0.5 and a growing number of854
larger cycles with b/r0 > 0.5. This evolution is shown in855
the movie ph bondswitch.mp4 in the supplementary ma-856
terial. The birth filtration value of a cycle depends on the857
final 1-simplex to form. As the disorder is increased, it is858
evident that the probability of all constituent 1-simplices859
having filtrations less than b/r0 = 0.5 becomes increas-860
ingly unlikely for larger cycles as compared to smaller861
cycles.862
We note that these findings for the bond-switch model863
are not dependent on the precise choice of parameters in864
equation (5). Simulations using different bond stretch-865
ing/force constants did not have a marked effect on the866
persistence diagrams.867
Hiraoka et al. [8] state that the presence (or not)868
of “islands” in the persistence diagrams generated for869
their three-dimensional networks is direct evidence for870
crystalline (or amorphous) states. In the present work,871
however, islands may be present in the persistence dia-872
grams for amorphous configurations as seen, for exam-873
ple, in figures 17(a) and 17(b), which reflects the more874
ordered local configurations (rings) present in these two-875
dimensional systems. At high enough temperatures, the876
islands merge as the rings become more distorted, as877
shown in figures 17(c) and 17(d).878
2. Cycles, Betti Numbers and Ring Statistics879
The first Betti number, β1, can again give insight into880
the cycle structure in configurations generated from bond881
switching. Figure 18(a) shows the evolution in β1 with ε.882
The curves for the two largest p6 values exhibit similar883
behaviour to those for triangle rafts. Around ε/r0 = 0.5,884
1024 cycles form, corresponding to the primitive rings885
in the system, before decaying in a stepwise fashion at886
filtration values corresponding to the circumradius of a887
regular k-polygon. However, at the smaller p6 values,888
the curves become smooth and the maximum decreases889
to around half its original value. As there remain the890
same number of primitive rings, this decrease implies that891 






































































































































FIG. 18. (a) Evolution of the first Betti number with filtration
for bond switching configurations at different levels of disor-
der represented by p6. The circumradii of regular polygons
with k vertices, Φk, are indicated by vertical grey lines. (b)
Comparison of the primitive ring statistics and cycle statistics
calculated from the first Betti numbers. The curves are offset
vertically for clarity of presentation.
some cycles die before others are even born so they never892
coexist. This in turn means that all of the rings are not893
detectable by persistent homology on the same length894
scale.895
In figure 18(a), the final broad distribution resembles896
closely that of previous studies of random structures [7].897
This type of distribution is therefore characteristic of a898
highly disordered material. As mentioned for the cor-899
responding persistence diagrams, the broadening results900
from the large variation in bond lengths and bond angles.901
Figure 18(b) compares the cycle and primitive ring902
statistics. As found for the triangle rafts (figure 16(a)),903
there is generally a strong correlation between the calcu-904
lated cycles and rings. Discrepancies emerge, however,905
at higher temperatures where the rings become signifi-906
cantly distorted. These differences are larger than for907
the triangle raft models because the latter are more con-908
strained, particularly in respect to the nearest-neighbour909
Si-Si length scale (Table I).910
C. Persistent Homology using Experimental911
Configurations912
The atomic coordinates in two-dimensional or quasi913
two-dimensional structures can be identified by exper-914
imental techniques such as electron microscopy. Here,915
amorphous graphene is an archetypal example of such916
a system in which ordering can be manipulated with917
an electron beam [24, 33]. A single pristine graphene918
sheet consisting of purely six-membered rings can be sys-919
tematically disordered by the introduction of (mostly) 5-920
and 7-membered rings, whilst the carbon atoms remain921
strictly threefold coordinated. Such materials are rela-922
tively simple to construct computationally (see, for ex-923
ample, Ref. [21]) for comparison with experiment. In ad-924
dition, amorphous bilayers of silica [25, 34–36], germania925
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FIG. 19. The (a) persistence diagram, (b) first Betti numbers
and (c) comparison of the primitive ring statistics and cycle
statistics calculated from the first Betti numbers (as indicated
by the legend) for a single bilayer configuration of silica ex-
tracted from an experimental image [25]. In (a), the curves
correspond to the bands calculated by distorting a range of
k-sided polygons (figure 12(a)). In (b), the circumradii of
regular polygons with k vertices, Φk, are indicated by vertical
grey lines.
[37, 38] and aluminosilicates [39] have been synthesised,926
a key motivation being control of the pore size [36]. In all927
cases, tetrahedral MO4 (M = Si, Ge or Al) motifs link to928
form a vertex-sharing bilayer network, and the projection929
of these tetrahedral units onto a plane leads to a network930
of corner-sharing triangles, the triangle nets considered931
above (figure 5). The configurations obtained from ex-932
periment provide detailed information on the atomic co-933
ordination environments. They are limited, however, to934
relatively small system sizes and the effect (if any) of the935
underlying surfaces on which they are deposited (in, for936
example, promoting defects or large-scale holes) remains937
unclear.938
In the present work persistent homology calculations939
were performed for two different systems. In the first, a940
single configuration for an amorphous silica bilayer con-941
taining 3958 Si atoms is taken from Ref. [25]. In the sec-942
ond, four amorphous graphene configurations containing943
between 8792 and 13228 atoms are taken from Ref. [24].944
These configurations show different values of p6 and can945
therefore be compared to the configurations obtained by946
simulation at different temperatures and/or quench rates947
[21].948 





























































































FIG. 20. Persistence diagrams generated for amorphous
graphene configurations obtained from experimental images
[24]. Each panel corresponds to a different value of p6, with
(a) p6 = 0.97; (b) p6 = 0.82; (c) p6 = 0.61; or (d) p6 = 0.50.



























FIG. 21. First Betti numbers obtained for amorphous
graphene configurations obtained from experimental images
[24]. The coloured curves correspond to different values of p6
as indicated by the legend. The circumradii of regular poly-
gons with k vertices, Φk, are indicated by vertical grey lines.
1. Amorphous Silica Bilayers949
Figure 19(a) show the persistence diagram for the950
amorphous silica bilayer configuration. Although the951
sample size was small and comprised a single configura-952
tion, there is evidence of the B1–B5 bands observed for953
the triangle rafts (figure 12(b)). The bands in the persis-954
tence diagram from experiment are more disperse than955
for the triangle rafts, which is indicative of greater disor-956
der in the bilayer material. This disorder originates from957
tilting of the tetrahedral SiO4 units within the bilayer958
structure (figure 5). The projection of this tilted struc-959
ture onto a single plane leads, therefore, to a distribution960
of nearest-neighbour Si-Si distances that is larger than961
found in the triangle raft models. Figure 19(b) shows962
the first Betti numbers, which display clear similarities963
with those generated for the triangle rafts (figure 13(a),964
at T ∼ 10−2.7). Large voids in the experimental configu-965
rations manifested themselves as readily identifiable long966
lifetime cycles in a persistence barcode or diagram.967
2. Amorphous Graphene968
Figures 20 and 21 show the persistence diagrams and969
Betti numbers for the four amorphous graphene configu-970
rations corresponding to fractions of six-membered rings971
in the range p6 = 0.50 − 0.97. The relatively small sys-972
tem sizes and absence of averaging over multiple configu-973
rations makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions. How-974





























































FIG. 22. Comparison of the primitive ring statistics and cycle
statistics calculated from the first Betti numbers for configu-
rations of amorphous graphene extracted from experimental
images [24]. Each panel corresponds to a different value of
p6, with (a) p6 = 0.97; (b) p6 = 0.82; (c) p6 = 0.61; or (d)
p6 = 0.50.
ever, the persistence diagrams shown in figure 20 are less975
structured than the persistence diagram for the amor-976
phous silica bilayer (figure 19(a)), and are more consis-977
tent with those generated from the bond-switch models978
shown in figure 17. Similar remarks apply to the first979
Betti numbers shown in figure 21, which are consistent980
with those shown in figure 18(a).981
3. Cycles and Rings982
Figures 19(c) and 22 compare the primitive ring and983
cycle statistics for the experimentally-derived amorphous984
silica bilayers and graphene configurations, respectively.985
The cycle and primitive ring statistics show a strong986
correlation across all five configurations. Interestingly,987
the more disordered amorphous graphene configurations988
show a broad range of ring sizes (figure 22(c) and (d))989
with 4 ≤ k ≤ 10, where the distribution in figure 22(d) is990
similar to the distribution found for the amorphous silica991
bilayer (figure 19(c)). There are differences, however, in992
the underlying ring distortions in the amorphous silica993
bilayer versus graphene systems as found by comparing994
the persistence diagrams (figure 19(a) and figure 20(d))995
and first Betti numbers (figure 19(b) and figure 21). The996 



























































































amorphous graphene configuration is more disordered,997
i.e., the network is constructed from less regular rings.998
The persistent homology method is therefore sensitive999
to network distortion, as found for networks of densified1000
silica glass [40].1001
V. DISCUSSION: EVALUATION OF1002
PERSISTENT HOMOLOGY1003
Having investigated the results of persistent homology1004
calculations for a range of two-dimensional systems, an1005
attempt will be made to draw conclusions on the utility1006
of persistent homology in the characterisation of these1007
materials and more complex atomic systems.1008
Amorphous bilayer structures of materials such as sil-1009
ica, germania and aluminosilicates have relatively rigid1010
network geometries that can be represented by a triangle-1011
raft model. The associated persistence diagrams show1012
band structure in which a specific band Bn originates1013
from atoms separated by n bonds, i.e., from specific-1014
neighbour interactions. The most persistent k-cycles in1015
the B1 band can be identified with primitive rings, and1016
the upper death values found for these cycles align closely1017
to the circumradii or regular k-polygons. A persistence1018
diagram therefore proves effective in revealing the n-body1019
correlations associated with k-polygons, and the way in1020
which this structure evolves with increasing disorder. It1021
therefore contains more information than a structure fac-1022
tor or radial distribution function, which describe pair-1023
correlations alone. It is also found that a good estimation1024
of the ring statistics can be obtained by presenting the1025
persistent homology data through the Betti numbers or1026
lifetime distributions. For these systems, persistent ho-1027
mology therefore gives access to clear information that is1028
hard to extract otherwise.1029
Amorphous structures of materials such as graphene1030
have more flexible network geometries that can be rep-1031
resented by models generated using a bond-switching al-1032
gorithm. The increased distortion of the k-polygons in1033
the network blurs (i) the band structure in a persistence1034
diagram and (ii) the distinction between the first Betti1035
numbers associated with these polygons. Nonetheless,1036
the ring statistics can be extracted, provided the disor-1037
der is not too large. The persistent homology method1038
therefore delivers information on the regularity of rings1039
that is unavailable from a ring-statistics analysis.1040
In experiments on two-dimensional systems, the mea-1041
sured images of the networks are often poorly resolved1042
and can incorporate areas that cannot be fully imaged,1043
e.g., because of the appearance of holes. Persistent ho-1044
mology can provide a computationally tractable way of1045
obtaining the ring structure from these images, which1046
must otherwise be achieved by a brute-force path search.1047
The benefits are more nuanced than simple speed con-1048
cerns. By definition, persistent homology considers cy-1049
cles appearing on different length scales, so can separate1050
the rings from large holes in a defective sample.1051
As the bonding develops more flexibility, the efficacy of1052
persistent homology may become less clear cut. At lower1053
levels of disorder, the metrics described above still apply,1054
but in highly disordered systems, the persistent cycles1055
no longer reflect the primitive ring structure. Rather,1056
the persistence diagram adopts a more generic and dif-1057
fuse form. There is no evidence as yet that persistent1058
homology is able to capture information on the medium1059
range ring order, as for instance provided by the assorta-1060
tivity [41] or the Aboav-Weaire parameter [42–44], which1061
provide information on ring-ring correlations.1062
The general findings for two-dimensional systems1063
should also hold in the application of persistent homol-1064
ogy to three-dimensional systems. The more ordered the1065
network, the easier it should be to relate traditional mea-1066
sures of the physical structure to persistent topological1067
features. Also, the increased dimensionality means that1068
topological features in the second homology group are1069
accessible, which gives additional information, this time1070
on the voids that are present. An advantage of persis-1071
tent homology is that the features from these different1072
groups are trivially separable. One potential downside1073
is that, while experimental real-space data is becoming1074
widespread for two-dimensional systems, direct imaging1075
is less feasible for three-dimensional structures. This lack1076
of experimental information largely limits persistent ho-1077
mology calculations to computational models, so it is im-1078
portant that they are consistent with the available ex-1079
perimental information if the true nature of a network’s1080
topology is to be uncovered.1081
VI. CONCLUSION1082
Persistent homology was used to characterise the topo-1083
logical ordering in two-dimensional atomic networks in1084
which the level of disorder was controlled systematically.1085
The method requires only the atomic coordinates as in-1086
put and delivers, as metrics, persistence diagrams, Betti1087
numbers and lifetime distribution functions.1088
For low levels of structural disorder, the persistence1089
diagrams feature distinct bands Bn that originate from1090
atoms separated by n bonds, which gives information on1091
two and higher body correlations. Such information is1092
not accessible from structure factors and radial distri-1093
bution functions, which describe pair-correlations alone.1094
The persistent cycles give a good representation of the1095
primitive rings, and the ring statistics can be calculated1096
from either the first Betti numbers or lifetime distribu-1097
tion functions.1098
With increasing structural disorder, features in the1099
persistence homology metrics become increasingly broad-1100
ened to the point where the persistent cycles and prim-1101
itive rings no longer coincide. Although large primitive1102
rings may exist, they can become so distorted that they1103
are not calculated as single persistent cycles, but rather1104
multiple smaller cycles. The distortion precludes the for-1105
mation of the higher order bands seen for more ordered1106 




























































































The findings for two-dimensional systems provide a1108
starting point for the interpretation of the persistent ho-1109
mology metrics for three-dimensional systems. Increas-1110
ing levels of disorder are, therefore, unlikely to lead to1111
persistent cycles (from the first homology group) that co-1112
incide with the primitive rings found from a shortest-path1113
search. Conversely, it may be feasible to follow processes1114
such as crystallisation in which the ordering increases,1115
and link quantitatively the structural evolution to the1116
appearance of features in persistent homology metrics.1117
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL1118
The supplementary material contains movies showing1119
the evolution with increasing disorder of the persistence1120
diagram for (1) a single k-sided polygon with k = 6,1121
(2) a set of single k-sided polygons with k = 3, 4, 5,1122
6, 7, 8, 9 or 10, and (3) the bond-switch model with1123
Kr/Kθ = 16. It also contains figures showing the point1124
clouds and Delaunay triangulation for several of the (4)1125
triangle-raft and (5) bond-switch models with different1126
levels of disorder. A link is given to code for generating1127
the models.1128
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